


After a while you learn

to bring expectations into the cabin of your own heart

to feed chambers of cravings, offering apricots to the gods

to notice when grace visits and hands out wildflower bouquets

to keep time with mockingbirds who sing again in June

to speak and pray in private, to own wisdom as yours

to flip surety upside down and give dreams a different form

to accept and to wish in unison

and then be on your way.

After a while you learn . . .

that regardless, chaos turns to plans

seldom written in your own hand

After a While
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Standing still
In the heat of a spotlight
Shining realizations burn
Efforts to hang on 
To our skin

Wonder if there’s time
For an elegant developé
Like a dancer standing on point
Slowly raising foot to knee
Then extending a leg out
Into the world
Committing to 
A tiny toe point
Of balance
From earth to air

Can we consolidate 
Into confidence
With a dancer’s grace
Into all that we are
Emerging without falling back
Into the gloom
Into the womb
Into shackles of survival
Patterns thrown behind us

Heroic echoes guide us
Right and left
Notes of encouragement
To lift up
Hold hands
To live, renewed
Without review 

Existential Ballet
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Last night as I was sleeping
I heard the two screaming natives outside
turning each other into one big blue bruise

I vowed to block their violence  
flipping on a fan oscillating peace and brilliance
into my mind like a dance
 
I dreamed Benitio del Toro took me 
into his strong, bronze arms across continents 
into moonlight mist where nothing ever fails

I saw myself emerging 
from a pool of iridescent waters
a faery with my own burning wand

Last night as I was sleeping
I imagined my white veiled marriage to God
King of the spirit world
Queen of the wild
Guardian of Souls

I never wanted to awaken 
the fear mongers who often crowd my days
My breath blew the winds that were true
A baby, a woman, a crone
All three came visiting 

My dreams came too 
my spirit soothed
each night my soul 
appeared renewed

A flute sang a lullaby as I shut my eyes
Closed the door to all chaos—gone, removed.
A spirit entered the bedroom to cradle me gently
Last night as I was sleeping

Last Night *
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* After Last Night as I was Sleeping by Antonio Machado



Steeped in grief
Like a bag of tea
Brewing in a fragile cup 

Bands of death 
Fly like a Stealth
Bombing my sense
Of reality

Lover, buddy, 
friend and brother
Left through death
Or to find the other
Come back
I implore you

My soul consumed
By grief in my gut
Leave this sphere 
Now proceed 
I must

Sips of joy 
Remembered friends
Comfort the blows 
Calm my fears

Knowing memories 
Will never leave
For now I hold
The key

To make a cup of tea
Steeping in my heart
I sit in wonder
That any of us  
Found each other. 
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A Cup of Tea
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